IN THIS MOMENT, I RULE.

EXPERIENCE A BRAND NEW WAY OF LIFE.
Changing times bring in the new and the futuristic. Let your home
become an epitome of this change in lifestyle and luxury. Your
soaring ambitions reflect in every aspect of your life and your home,
your haven, should not be an exception. It’s time to seamlessly
integrate your life with a new lifestyle, a new ethos.

It’s Simple. It’s Precise. It’s Innovative.

INTELLIGENT LIGHTING
See things in a new light everyday.

PRODUCT RANGE
GATEWAY | SMART SWITCHES - TRIAC, o-10, DMX RGB, DALI |
MOTION SENSOR | SCENE CONTROLLER

Let your home reflect your mood - just tell Alexa or
Google Home to turn on your favourite mood or
simply create an entire ambience with a single touch
with our beautiful and elegant smart switches.
Whether its dimming your cove lights or setting your
favourite mix of red, green and blue, NUOS is there for
you - everywhere, every time!

Indulgent. Intelligent. Intuitive

And what best - let NUOS spoil you, by turning lights
on or off automatically based on your presence.
Its smart - Its Intelligent - its efficient! Sounds like
Jarvis from Ironman - we think so too!

INDULGENT COMFORT
AND CONVENIENCE
Feel comfortable in your own skin.

PRODUCT RANGE
CURTAIN CONTROLLER | DOOR LOCK CONTROLLER |
AMAZON ECHO | GOOGLE HOME | IR BLASTER | FAN REGULATOR

Did we mention that you could schedule your coffee
maker or any other appliances for matching your busy
schedule?
Or turning on the AC at your comfortable temperature
and TV to your favourite channel with just one click of
a button - Or better just tell Alexa or Google Home to
do it for you sitting right from the comfort of your bad
boy recliner!
Impress them guests with your swag - open or close
those curtains just like you did during your last trip to
that beachside paradise in Bahamas! Or better schedule
them to just scare the hell out of them - thank us later
for throwing that idea for your next prank!
Have a habit of forgetting your keys or just scared to
leave the key under that carpet - worry no more! Just
unlock your door remotely, sitting right in the middle
of your board meeting!

HOME SECURITY
When nothing is sure,
everything is possible.

PRODUCT RANGE
OCCUPANCY SENSOR | DOOR SENSOR | MOTION SENSOR | IP CAMERA

Gone are the days when you worry about your most
precious - you’re Home!
Let your home notify you if you have left your door
open behind you or worse if someone breaks in when
you are away on your most awaited vacation.
Keep a watch on your loved ones from anywhere
instantly by switching on the video feed on your
NUOS App. Now that’s how you get to play God
except you still have to pay your bills - no false
commitments there!
Trust your watchmen to keep a watch on your home?
Worry not - just schedule lights to turn on and off to
fake it till you make it; back home. And if that does
not stop someone from trying to pull off a jewel thief then NUOS will trigger a blaring Siren making them
run for their money instead!

HOME SAFETY
AND ANALYTICS
Feel the pulse of your home.

PRODUCT RANGE
CO2 SENSOR | AIR QUALITY SENSOR | GAS LEAK SENSOR |
ECOSENSE | POWER SENSOR | COLOR TEMPERATURE | LUX SENSOR

Now monitor your home environment - whether it's for
bad air quality or a freak gas leak. You will know if your
air purifier is behaving as it should.
Know when your AC is consuming more power and
schedule your next servicing.
Let NUOS automatically set the right color temperature
and lux inside your home, optimum for fixing your
circadian cycle for that exceptional sleep and well-being
you have been seeking for.
Take charge and keep yourself and your loved ones
comfortable and safe - Now, all the information is at
your fingertips!

4 PANEL SWITCH CHECK WEBSITE ANALYTICS FOR IMAGES

CUSTOMERS SPEAK
NUOS has provided me a perfect anutomatiom solution for my home. The system is
simple to use that even my 80 year old parents are comfortable using it on their
smartphones. The NUOS engineers are super efficient and within no time the entire
house was fitted with smart switches that matched my decor as well. Now my home
is not only beautiful, it is super smart.
Prasad Bhagare
Director, EFC Projects Pvt. Ltd.

Managing there street lighting for a 60-acre bungalow has turned into a mammoth
task. NUOS handled it with precision. They installed an automation system for the
network of street lights and this sensor based system had made the whole task of
managing the lights idiot proof. We are even able to control it remotely using our
phone. The whole job was handled professionally and they went out of their way to
tailor a solution that catered to our needs. NUOS team is very knowledgable about
the technical aspects and are open to discussion and collaboration. We now have
street lighting that works like a charm.
Ar. Ravi Desai
At. Associate Partner, Mihir Thaker Associates.

As working parents, our child’s safety is always a paramount. NUOS and their
sensor based system has made our life really easy and stress free. The installation
and activation was handled quite efficiently and we had it working in no time.
From the comfort of our rooms we manage the lights through the house especially
in the kids room, without having to worry about our child being scared.
Siddhi Saijan
Dentist.

WHY NUOS?

YOUR NUOS HOME AUTOMATION SYSTEM;
NUOS is a brand with a passion to create IoT products that offer solutions that are beyond
smart. Products that actually think for themselves. NUOS is an offering born out of that
drive. Our holistic home and office automation solutions are thoughtful and intuitive.

IS
INTELLIGENT

GIVES
CONTROL

Schedule electrical devices and appliances
such as the AC or TV by setting a weekly
schedule on your mobile phone.

MONITORING
AND ANALYTICS

PROVIDES
SURVEILLANCE
Gives you air-tight security with
smart sensors that sense any
potential threat and alert.

SEAMLESS
USER INTERFACE
Power-on the NUOS Gateway and
download the NUOS App on your
smartphone.

CE Class A
Compliant

Let’s you switch ON/OFF the lights
and control the lighting intensity
from anywhere in the world

AES 128bit
Encryption

FALCON Control Systems & Automation Pvt. Ltd.
12, Shashank Society, 444 Manmala Tank Road,
Matunga (Western Railway), Mumbai 400016

Get real-time electricity usage data
on your smartphone on a
weekly/monthly basis.

HASSLE FREE
INSTALLATIONS

No re-wiring, no renovation needed,
Just change switches and upgrade
to NUOS switches.

Patented

Cloud
Analytics

Visit us at www.nuos.in
Email us at contact@nuos.in
Call us at +91–8448400401

